Discover the Clarity of Balanced Audio

Take a sonic leap forward with the SE-CH5BL, high-performance headphones featuring a 2.5 mm (2/16”) stereo connector for Balanced Audio Output.

**Premium Audio**
- Developed and certified for playback of Hi-Res Audio Formats
- Balanced Audio Output featuring 2.5 mm (2/16”) 4-pole connector for compatible DAPs (Digital Audio Players)
- Ultra-Wide-Spectrum 9.7 mm (3/8”) Dynamic Drivers for accurate detail reproduction and excellent imaging performance
- Pioneer Exclusive Airflow Control Port Technology improves mid-band clarity

**Cable Features**
- 2.5 mm (2/16”) 4-pole connector enables balanced audio output with Discrete braided cables for L/R Channels
- High Quality tangle-resistant cable with Gold-plated headphone jack assures high fidelity reproduction with minimal touch noise
- Tough L-Shaped Jack Assembly Resists Pressure Damage

**Design and Ergonomics**
- Over-the-Ear cable design reduces cable touch-noise and ensures a comfortable and secure fit
- Ribbed Silicon earphone tips supplied in S/M/L sizes provide a comfortable seal against noise with minimal leakage

**Specifications**
- **Driver Design:** Fully Enclosed 9.7 mm (3/8”) Dynamic Driver
- **Impedance:** 26 Ohms
- **Frequency Response:** 8 Hz–45 kHz
- **Sensitivity:** 108 dB
- **Maximum Input Power:** 100 mW
- **Cable:** 1.2 m (4 ft) Braided OFC
- **Connections:** 2.5 mm (2/16”) Plug, Headphone Connector
- **Weight:** 7 g (0.015 lbs) not including cable
- **Accessories:** Supplied with Silicon Earphone Tips (S/M/L) and Carrying Pouch
- **Carton Dimensions:** (LxWxH) 3.35 x 1.97 x 5.83 Inches
- **Carton Weight:** 0.32 lbs.

---

Note: To enable Hi-Res Audio playback, a source device capable of outputting Hi-Res Audio is required.

SE-CH5BL-K (Black)
UPC: 814633020737

Specifications and design subject to change without notice.

Do not listen through headphones at an uncomfortable volume or at loud levels for long periods. Set the volume to low when you first plug in. Do not use when the headphones would be an unsafe distraction, such as while driving, biking, or crossing a street.
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